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**Reviewer’s report:**

- Major Compulsory Revisions
  1. NONE.

- Minor Essential Revisions
  1. Abstract: Conclusions: … AEE decrease in men …
  2. Results: Resting Metabolic Rate (RMR): last sentence: … AEE was calculated as (?) …
  3. Discussion: first paragraph: … assessing energy requirements take a cross sectional approach …
  4. Discussion: second paragraph: delete “but there”.
  5. Discussion: second paragraph: deleted “3” in word contributed.
  6. Discussion: last sentence second paragraph: change wording of “This 3.0% CV a 4.2% CV to the change score,” …

- Discretionary Revisions
  1. The term sex was used in the early sections of the Methods, then gender was used late in the Data Analysis section, as well as the Results section. I am unclear as to why the change. Sex is the appropriate term here.
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